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Background
Prostate cancer (PCa) is the most commonly diagnosed cancer among men, and has long been 
recognized to occur in familial clusters.  However, identification of genes predisposing individuals to 
prostate cancer has been difficult.  Putative PCa predisposition loci identified by genetic linkage have 
been reported  on almost all chromosomes, but successful confirmation reports have been rare.  PCa 
is a complex disease likely involving multiple genes and variable phenotypic expression.  As a step 
toward understanding PCa heterogeneity, we used the resources of the Utah Population Database to 
review several PCa-related phenotypes for excess familiality.  PCa subgroups that can be shown to 
have a strong familial component become candidates for linkage analysis and other genetic testing to 
determine the genetic basis for the observed phenotype.
Table 6: Summary of GIF analysis for prostate cancer subgroups
0.6612.422.30<0.0012.985.01456PCa death before age 65
0.1742.452.57<0.0013.013.541506Metastatic PCa (Stage=7)
0.0342.762.98<0.0013.144.991426PCa Dx before age 60
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Genealogical Index of Familiality (GIF)
The GIF statistic tests the hypothesis that a set of individuals is more closely related than would be 
expected by chance.  The statistic is computed for the cases and for 1000 sets of controls that are 
carefully matched to each subject in the case group based on sex, year of birth and place of birth.  An 
empirical p-value determines the significance of the relatedness of the cases in comparison to the 
repeated controls.  
• All PCa subgroups analyzed show greater than expected familiality
• Cases with metastatic disease show reduced significance when the contribution of close relatives is 
removed
• Relatedness of group who died from PCa before age 65 also loses significance beyond close relatives
The graphs below show the contribution made to the GIF statistic by individuals with varying degrees of 
relatedness.  Each step on the horizontal axis represents increasingly distant relatives. In familial 
diseases, we expect the case group to be consistently higher than the controls for several steps.  In 
each frame the blue bars represent the case group and the red bars represent the average results of 
1000 matched control sets. 
Familial Relative Risk (FRR)
The resources of the UPDB allow us to make population-based estimates of relative risk for family 
members of individuals with specific phenotypes.  The table below shows the relative risk to first, 
second and third degree relatives of cases for developing the same PCa phenotype.
█ Non-significant result                     █ Result significantly greater than general PCa  
* Included to show behavior of non-hereditary phenotype





























































































































































































• Utah Population Database (UPDB) 
• Records for approximately 2.2 million individuals
• Up to 9 generations of genealogical data linking individuals into pedigrees
• Linked to death certificates from Utah vital records, providing cause of death data since 1904
• Utah Cancer Registry (UCR)
• Part of Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER) program since 1973
• All cancer events except basal and squamous cell carcinomas are required to be reported
• Fully linked to UPDB 
• At the time of this study 17,379 PCa cases from UCR were linked to UPDB genealogies
• The following tables summarize the primary variables from UCR and UPDB used in this study
█ Cases
█ Controls
* Malnutrition-related death is 
included to show the typical 









































Table 3: ICD cause-of-death codes for PCa
Sample PCa pedigree ascertained from Utah Population Database
□ = Male 1 = PCa Stage 2-7 or Grade 3-4 2,3,4 = Other PCa cases
○ = Female 5 = Unaffected or unknown PCa status
Conclusions
• All of the PCa subgroups examined show a significant familial component
• Best result was for early diagnosis group (age at Dx less than 60 years)
• GIF = 4.99 was the second largest observed
• FRR = 6.4 for first degree relatives was largest observed
• FRR values for all relative groups were significantly higher than the values for general PCa
• Strong familiality for PCa-related death prior to age 65 is not observed in distant relatives.
• May be the result of a small sample size
• Localized vs. Metastatic PCa cases
• Metastatic PCa loses familial significance beyond first and second degree relatives
•Result may be affected by relatively small sample size.
• FRR values for localized cases were significantly higher than the values for general PCa in both 
second and third degree relatives
•Our results show that early-onset PCa cases and those cases with localized disease have the 
strongest familial relationships.  These two phenotypes may therefore be strong candidates for linkage 
analysis or other genetic testing to identify genes that are associated with prostate cancer.








Table 2: Age at PCa-related death
